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CULTURE & POLITICS (ZER0 BOOKS)

Ugly Beauty: Jazz in the 21st Century
Philip Freeman
What does jazz “mean” 20 years into the 21st century? Has streaming culture rendered music literally
meaningless?
"Phil Freeman composes a much-needed text pointing towards the futures of an important art form while
making connections to its origins and histories over a century. He doesn’t only touch on the telling of a jazz
story in the 21st century, but also prescribes a soundtrack within which to situate a time in
history...." Nduduzo Makhathini, improviser, healer, scholar, South Africa
Zer0 Books; 2022-01-28; Discography & Buyer's Guides/History & Criticism/Jazz; Pb-9781789046328,
$25.95/£16.99, 272pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789046335, $20.99/£13.99.

Failure of Vision, A
Doug Greene
Doug Greene takes an in-depth and critical look at the life and ideas of Michael Harrington, one of
America's most important democratic socialists. A Failure of Vision discusses one of the most important
champions for democratic socialism in the United States. Michael Harrington (1928–1989) is widely
recognized for writing The Other America, a seminal expose of poverty in the United States that
inspired the War on Poverty. He was also the founder of the Democratic Socialists of America (DSA),
which is currently the largest socialist organization in the United States.
Zer0 Books; 2022-05-27; Political/20th Century/Political Ideologies (General); Pb-9781789047233,
$22.95/£15.99, 280pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047240, $18.99/£12.99.

BrexLit
Dulcie Everitt
In this highly readable and convincing exploration of Englishness as a problematic concept, Dulcie
Everitt combines historical, political, and literary analysis to re-examine the nature of Englishness.
“Nationalism is an increasingly worrying phenomena. Dulcie gets to the heart of this issue with an academic
review of the literature centred on Brexit and the English people’s understanding of their own identity and
how it sits alongside the concept of being British.” Mark Glover, FPRCA, Chief Executive, Newington
Communications; Executive Director SEC Group
Zer0 Books; 2022-01-28; Globalization/21st Century/21st Century; Pb-9781789047370, $21.95/£14.99,
248pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047387, $17.99/£11.99.

End of Capitalism, The: The Thought of Henryk Grossman
Ted Reese
This book seeks to contribute to the revival of interest in Grossman’s work through an accessible
introduction to its central tenets and its pertinence to contemporary capitalist crises.
"The End of Capitalism couldn’t be more urgent for socialists. In outlining the looming inevitability of
capitalist breakdown, Reese makes a compelling case for Grossman’s work to be considered required
reading alongside Marxist giants like Engels, Lenin and Trotsky." Stephen Radecki, The Swoletariat
Zer0 Books; 2022-05-27; Revolutionary/Imperialism/Political Economy; Pb-9781789047738,
$20.95/£13.99, 216pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047745, $16.99/£11.99.
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——
Wade Parrish
— — is a blank city.
There’s a sick glow to the clouds, and it always seems to be raining here even when it isn’t. Only sad
and wounded people live here anymore. They are homeless in their apartments. They are unemployed
at their jobs. They are widows in their marriage beds and celibates in amours and loners with many
friends because — — is a sad city, full of sad and lonely people.
I can’t say very much about myself now, only that we have known each other before and for a very
short, very slight while.
Zer0 Books; 2022-01-28; Urban/Absurdist/Literary; Pb-9781789048209, $13.95/£8.99, 192pp,
8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048216, $7.99/£4.99.

Embrace of Capital, The
Don Milligan
Capitalism has swallowed us whole. This is because working people have developed a love-hate
relationship with it. They hate insecurity, inequality, and greed and love civic and political freedom.
They love mass consumption and accept the logic of commerce. Barreling along through wars,
revolutions, epidemics, and crises of all sorts, working people in their millions have consistently
dumfounded and dismayed the left, by their refusal to countenance any alternative to the capitalist
mode of life. We have to ask: Is it possible to reverse this reality, and once again talk of the necessity of
communism?
Zer0 Books; 2022-04-29; Social Classes/Communism, Post-Communism & Socialism/Comparative
Politics; Pb-9781789048018, $17.95/£11.99, 192pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048025,
$14.99/£9.99.

Anti-Hero
A.J. Lozier
A memoir of one man’s journey into, and out of, the movement that foreshadowed the modern-day
“Antifa".
"In "Anti-hero", Lozier reminds us that Antifa activists and others on the radical Left are not as onedimensional as political talking heads would like you to believe. And ultimately, if we want to overcome
hatred and build a better society, we need to remember the simple truth that we are all more alike
than different as human beings." Gabriel Nadales, author of Behind the Black Mask, My Time as
an Antifa Activist.
Zer0 Books; 2022-02-25; Social Activists/Political/Criminals & Outlaws; Pb-9781789048285,
$24.95/£16.99, 336pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048292, $19.99/£13.99.

On a Common Culture
Brian Russell Graham
What is 'common culture', what does it offer us and how do we generate it are the themes explored by
Brian Russell Graham.
"An elegant and significant contribution to cultural studies, informed by a much more pluralistic and wider
field of theory, which includes Richard Hoggart, George Orwell and Matthew Arnold. The argument here has
the authority and importance of Hoggart's The Uses of Literacy: it’s an intelligent and enlightening exploration
of the uses of culture." Tim Crook, Emeritus Professor in Media, Communications and Cultural
Studies, Goldsmiths, University of London.
Zer0 Books; 2022-02-25; Social/Social Classes/Popular Culture; Pb-9781789048322, $17.95/£11.99,
192pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048339, $14.99/£9.99.
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For a Ruthless Critique of All that Exists
Robert T. Tally Jr.
Facing an uncertain future and an unstable present, our most urgent task today involves a ruthless
critique of all that exists. This book is intended as a provocation, at once a polemic and a call to action
for cultural critics.
Zer0 Books; 2022-06-24; Political Ideologies (General)/Political/Popular Culture; Pb-9781789048544,
$14.95/£9.99, 136pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048551, $11.99/£7.99.

Event Horizon
Jacob Johanssen & Bonni Rambatan
In an age where Silicon Valley continues to dictate what it means to innovate a painless future,
knowledge and enjoyment are fertile breeding grounds of political contestation. But it’s not exactly
democracy. Instead, we are controlled through tools and platforms that turn us into data for the profit
of billionaires.
"This bristling little book embarks on nothing less than a total diagnosis of our sick capitalist
present....." Prof Sianne Ngai, author of "Theory of the Gimmick: Aesthetic Judgment and
Capitalist Form"
Zer0 Books; 2022-01-28; Psychoanalysis/Critical Theory/Social Networking; Pb-9781789048766,
$17.95/£11.99, 184pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048773, $14.99/£9.99.

Almighty Machine, The
Pekka Vahvanen & Mark Jones (Translator)
Read this book and re-evaluate your relationship with digital tech – is it making you unhappy? Pekka
Vahvanen's bristling and timely critique, deftly translated by Mark Jones, throws doubt on the necessity
of technological development in a world saturated in tech. The Almighty Machine presents an important
question: Does progress no longer make us happier?
Zer0 Books; 2022-02-25; Popular Culture/Digital/Mobile & Wireless Communications;
Pb-9781789048988, $20.95/£13.99, 248pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048995,
$16.99/£11.99.

Concepts for a Democratic and Ecological Society
Yavor Tarinski
"Yavor Tarinski’s Concepts for a Democratic and Ecological Society challenges your mind on the most
significant questions such as direct democracy, de-growth, solidarity economy, and libertarian municipalism.
This is a necessary revolutionary work which should be in your library to make you think more in-depth about
your future, about utopias, and ultimately about the perspectives of a democratic and ecological
society." Emet Değirmenci, author of Women’s Activism in Ecological Transformation
Zer0 Books; 2022-05-27; Utopias/Civics & Citizenship/Political Freedom; Pb-9781789049220,
$14.95/£9.99, 112pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789049237, $11.99/£7.99.

To see a wider selection of books across all our imprints
please visit johnhuntpublishing.com
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Answers in the Dark
Delphi Ellis
The 4am Mystery: that’s an actual thing. Even before a global health crisis took the shape of COVID-19,
people around the world were finding themselves sleep deprived, awake in the middle of the night.
You might be someone who says, no matter what you do, you just can’t sleep. This book was written
for you. It explores why you’re awake, how you can manage your mind at night, and what might help if
it’s your dream content wreaking havoc. Drawing on nearly two decades of therapeutic work, research,
and an ancient wisdom proven to helpfully manage the mind, Delphi Ellis connects the dots between
sleep, dreams, and our mental health in Answers in the Dark.
O-BOOKS; 2022-05-27; Dreams/Healing (General)/Sleep & Sleep Disorders; Pb-9781785356513,
$18.95/£11.99, 232pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781785356520, $9.99/£6.99.

Collected Prefaces
Nicholas Hagger
Collected Prefaces cover an enormous range. Nicholas Hagger is a Renaissance man at home in many
disciplines. His Universalism focuses on humankind’s relationship to the whole universe as reflected in
seven key disciplines seen as wholes: the whole of literature, history, philosophy and the sciences,
mysticism, religion, international politics, and statecraft and world culture. Behind all the Prefaces is
Hagger’s fundamental perception of the unity of the universe as the One and of humankind’s position
in it.
O-BOOKS; 2022-04-29; Metaphysics/Essays/Essays; Pb-9781789042733, $39.95/£26.99, 576pp,
9x6inches / 230x150mm, Ebk-9781789042740, $31.99/£21.99.

Laid Bare: What the Business Leader Learnt From the Stripper
Paulina Tenner
The naked truth about building a transparent organisation and leadership of the future.
"Paulina is at the forefront of the new world of work. Laid Bare is the book all entrepreneurs need to read
now." Paul Armstrong, Forbes contributor
O-BOOKS; 2022-01-31; Personal Success/Entrepreneurship/Leadership; Pb-9781789045796,
$19.95/£12.99, 200pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789045802, $15.99/£10.99.

Gifts from the Devastation
Celine Donovan
Moments of devastation will visit everyone in life. Whether it is grief, illness, loss, or some other trauma,
no one escapes. In Celine’s case, one of those moments was her diagnosis with breast cancer in 2016.
"For anyone who has struggled, whether with cancer or another trauma, this book is a must-read. Celine
takes a radically different perspective on dealing with devastation.... In an increasingly hectic world, Gifts
from the Devastation is a call to try something different. It is a message worth listening to; a message of
hope." Sarah McInerney, RTE Broadcaster and Journalist
O-BOOKS; 2022-03-25; Personal Memoirs/Motivational & Inspirational/Prayer & Spiritual;
Pb-9781789046441, $18.95/£11.99, 232pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789046458,
$9.99/£5.99.
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Reiki: A Self-Practice To Live in Peace with Self and Others
Nancy Spatz, MD & Elise Brenner
"....Now that the memory of the pandemic surge of the spring of 2020 is fading, society is left with the
challenge of picking up the pieces of a damaged medical system...This book can benefit not only healthcare
and front line workers, but society as a whole that needs to grapple with and adjust to the new realities of life
that this year has brought us.... I feel privileged to have read this book, and I hope that readers will benefit
from the same comfort and reassurance that its lessons provide." Edwin T. Ozawa, MD, Lahey Hospital &
Medical Center Burlington, MA, USA
O-BOOKS; 2022-01-28; Mindfulness & Meditation/Energy (Qigong, Reiki, Polarity)/Alternative Therapies;
Pb-9781789047097, $16.95/£10.99, 160pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047103,
$8.99/£5.99.

Flowering Into Awareness
Pathik Strand
Flowering into Awareness is a collection of passionate and inspiring essays on the nature of reality, as
seen from the perspective of the unity of all life.
"This is not a path of spiritual effort and discipline to achieve a goal, we are this awareness right now, nothing
needs to be added, only to allow this spontaneous understanding to blossom. The understanding that we are
universal consciousness is explored in depth and breadth; this truth emanates from every page of an
inspiring book." Billy Doyle, Author of Yoga in the Kashmir Tradition: the art of listening
O-BOOKS; 2022-01-28; Inspiration & Personal Growth/Spirituality/Mindfulness & Meditation;
Pb-9781789047516, $18.95/£11.99, 216pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047523,
$9.99/£5.99.

No One Playing
Martin Wells
A story about a strange encounter on the golf course with someone who, on the face of it, knows
nothing about golf but ends up teaching the author about the inner game and life itself.
"No One Playing is both a profound piece of work and a thoroughly enjoyable read. It's touching and
truthful, skips along at a lovely pace, and is certainly not just for golfers too. It may just change the way you
view the world and your 'self'." Simon Mundie, Broadcaster, Event Speaker and Presenter of the
BBC's 'Don't tell me the Score'
MANTRA BOOKS; 2022-01-28; Mindfulness & Meditation/Golf/Cognitive Psychology & Cognition;
Pb-9781789047813, $14.95/£8.99, 128pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047820,
$7.99/£4.99.

God, the Devil and Me
Valerie Georgeson
This book is a biographical exposé, its ultimate theme the great battle of the last days, the final war
between God and the Devil. Drawing on her journals, Valerie tells how, at the height of a successful
career as writer and actress, she suddenly disappeared. An innocent seeker of God, unaware of the
pitfalls, or the unrelenting opposition of the devil, Valerie had strayed into an Indian sect.
"This is an astonishing book: sometimes fearful; at times extremely sad; yet at all times a testament to one
woman’s strength in fighting forces of loss, darkness and grief...." Colin Mills, Honorary Research
Fellow, University of Manchester UK
O-BOOKS; 2022-02-25; Religious/Cults/Inspiration & Personal Growth; Pb-9781789048247,
$34.95/£24.99, 560pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048254, $17.99/£12.99.
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Spirituality Will Save The World
Sally Smith
This book is written for right now, but its messages are ancient and eternal. As a call for self-realization
in the modern world, Spirituality Will Save The World surveys spirituality through a contemporary lens
backed by ancient insight and the author’s personal experience. It is for anyone with an open-mind and
an expanding perspective - written for the beginner by a beginner. This book is for those who seek to
attune to a life lived for more than just the material world.
O-BOOKS; 2022-01-28; Spirituality/Spiritual/Spiritualism; Pb-9781789048070, $14.95/£8.99, 152pp,
8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048087, $7.99/£4.99.

Reiki's Highest Potential
Sarina Korotane
Be your highest potential with Reiki. This book teaches Original Usui Reiki – Eastern and Western
Philosophies and contains all three Reiki Degrees including the symbols and kotodama. This manual
talks about the experiences the author went through with each Reiki Degree and how Reiki taught her
to reach her highest potential at that particular moment in her life.
AYNI BOOKS; 2022-05-27; Energy (Qigong, Reiki, Polarity)/Alternative Therapies/Mindfulness &
Meditation; Pb-9781789048445, $13.95/£8.99, 152pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm,
Ebk-9781789048452, $6.99/£4.99.

Beyond Sex and Soup
Anna Parkinson
This book is about the beauty in you. The beauty is always there but sometimes shrouded by fear,
anger, anxiety or pain. A healer reveals powerful invisible ‘tools’ to expand your horizons and
overcome personal challenges.
"I have two passions: one is to demystify healing, making it available to everybody, and the other is to bring
together spirituality and science. That is what Anna delivers in her book..." Annick Brofman, author and
healer
O-BOOKS; 2022-01-28; Healing (General)/Spiritualism/Inspiration & Personal Growth;
Pb-9781789048469, $20.95/£13.99, 288pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048476,
$10.99/£6.99.

Soulphoria
Alessandra Sagredo
A Provocative and Practical Approach to Spirituality.
"This is a book that’ll guide you back to your most powerful self, all while showing you how to lean into and
receive support from your body, mind, soul, and of course, the earth and universe. You’ll feel free and
empowered after reading this book, more easily able to guide yourself back into your centre and feel the
peace that this brings." Cassie Mendoza-Jones, Bestselling Author of You Are Enough
O-BOOKS; 2022-05-27; Inspiration & Personal Growth/Spirituality/Healing (General);
Pb-9781789048827, $18.95/£11.99, 216pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048834,
$9.99/£5.99.
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Medium and the Minister, The
Roger Straughan
You don't have to 'be religious' to believe there may be a life after death! The Medium and the Minister
explores psychical and religious approaches to the possibility of an afterlife. The tensions and conflicts
between these two approaches and the heated controversies they have generated are illustrated here
by a number of case studies.
6th Books; 2022-04-29; Spirituality/Parapsychology (General)/Afterlife & Reincarnation;
Pb-9781789048803, $16.95/£10.99, 176pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048810,
$8.99/£5.99.

All Is One
Ren Koi
This book offers a conclusive definition of consciousness that might satisfy both the scientifically
oriented and spiritually oriented reader.
"...Grab the book. Now. But read it, very, very slowly. Mindfully. It’s time to change your life." David Essel, M.
S., O.M., Counselor, and best-selling author.
O-BOOKS; 2022-03-25; Spiritual/Religion & Science/Cognitive Science; Pb-9781789048681,
$13.95/£8.99, 128pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048698, $6.99/£4.99.

Samsara
Daniel McKenzie
In eastern spiritual traditions, samsara has long been associated with the cycle of birth and death. But
what are the hidden depths of samsara, and just how far does it go? There have been only a few books
written on the topic of samsara, mostly from a Buddhist perspective. This book is unique in that
explores the different aspects of samsara related to the teachings of Vedanta and dares to ask some
big questions: Are we controlled by unseen forces? Is life a setup? Is life purposely pushing us toward
the truth?
MANTRA BOOKS; 2022-03-25; Evolutionary Psychology/Philosophy & Social Aspects/Spirituality;
Pb-9781789048940, $12.95/£7.99, 112pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048957,
$6.99/£3.99.

Awakening the Lotus of Peace
Jenny Light
Yoga meditations for inner peace by a kundalini-awakened teacher.
"Yoga has become very popular around the world, but many people practice yoga simply as an exercise to
keep fit. Jenny Light’s book is a guide to practice yoga to find peace and harmony within and in the world...."
Satish Kumar, Editor Emeritus, Resurgence & Ecologist Magazine.
MANTRA BOOKS; 2022-05-27; Mindfulness & Meditation/Yoga/Meditations; Pb-9781789048872,
$18.95/£11.99, 240pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048889, $9.99/£5.99.
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Spiritual Freedom in the Digital Age
Jason Gregory
Jason Gregory reveals the psychological and spiritual damage digital technology and social media are
having on the human mind, and gifts you a digital free lifestyle to reclaim your health and sanity for a
better world.
"This book addresses a critically important issue: how to transform into the “new human” in what lies beyond
the Information Age, using more than just our tech-addicted brain. To access our full potential, we must
include heart, feelings, and body as equally enlightened parts of our total makeup. We are human for a
reason!" Penney Peirce, author of Transparency, Leap of Perception, and Frequency
O-BOOKS; 2022-03-25; Mental Health/Self-Esteem/Social; Pb-9781789048964, $18.95/£11.99, 208pp,
8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048971, $9.99/£5.99.

Colourful Dose of Optimism, A
Jules Standish
It’s time for us to look on the bright side, by boosting our mood and lifting our spirit with colour, both in
our interiors as well as our closet.
"In Jules’ exciting new book ‘A Colourful Dose of Optimism’ she cleverly helps us identify happy colours for
our wardrobes and our homes. With her positive outlook on life, Jules inspires us on how to use the power of
colour to transform our lives and lift our spirits." Karen Oppegard, Interior Consultant, Oppegard
Designs
O-BOOKS; 2022-05-27; Healing (General)/Inspiration & Personal Growth/Fashion & Accessories;
Pb-9781789049275, $16.95/£10.99, 192pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789049282,
$8.99/£5.99.

Creating Real Happiness A to Z
Stephani Grace
YOU ARE WORTHY OF LOVE & ACCEPTANCE
Creating Real Happiness A to Z will help you to cultivate awareness and presence so you can finally
understand the truth that no matter your circumstances or conditioning, you are enough.
“Practicing mindfulness helps you to give up the pursuit of happiness so that you can be happy NOW! This
beautiful book shows you how." Robert Holden, Hay House bestselling author
O-BOOKS; 2022-04-29; Happiness/Self-Esteem/Mindfulness & Meditation; Pb-9781789049510,
$10.95/£6.99, 96pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789049527, $5.99/£3.99.

To see a wider selection of books across all our imprints
please visit johnhuntpublishing.com
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Pagan Portals - Magic for Hedge Witches
Harmonia Saille
Teaching the magical side of the Hedge Witch’s Craft.
"Any solitary practitioner can take much from these pages, from mindfully choosing to reconnect with trees
and plants to seeking the spirit within a stone. I feel like it’s never been more vital to take the advice from
Harmonia’s book, to pause to notice the tiny details in nature, and the everyday magic that imbues our
incredible world. Truly a book that helps rekindle the spark of magic in all of us as well as a practical volume
and “how to” guide for the aspiring Hedge Witch." Mabh Savage, author of Practically Pagan: An
Alternative Guide to Planet Friendly Living
Moon Books; 2022-05-27; Witchcraft/Magick Studies/Wicca; Pb-9781780994215, $10.95/£6.99, 136pp,
8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781780994222, $5.99/£3.99.

Beneath the Moon
Rachel Patterson
Witchcraft and Moon Magic for a Deeper Practice
The Moon: Living, playing and working in tune with her rhythms can change your life and the way you
look at the world. She will help you to connect not only with her magic but your own, your intuition and
every thread that it wraps around the world. She has the power to transform your life, you have the
power within you to do the same…
Moon Books; 2022-01-28; Magick Studies/Paganism & Neo-Paganism/Wicca; Pb-9781785355790,
$51.95/£34.99, 808pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781785355806, $25.99/£17.99.

Pantheon - The Norse
Morgan Daimler
“Pantheons - the Norse” by Morgan Daimler is the book I wished I had when I was first meeting the Norse
gods. Not only does this serve to bring a foundation to the reader, but the balance between personal
experience and academic sources helps it feel welcoming to someone beginning to explore this pantheon. It’s
amazing how Daimler brought together so many resources and magic in a way that is inviting and accessible.
Highly recommended and highly enjoyable." Irisanya Moon, Author of several Moon Books Pagan
Portals titles
Moon Books; 2022-04-29; Paganism & Neo-Paganism/Goddess Worship/Scandinavia;
Pb-9781789041415, $13.95/£8.99, 152pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789041422,
$6.99/£4.99.

Practically Pagan – An Alternative Guide to Planet Friendly Living
Mabh Savage
In Practically Pagan – An Alternative Guide to Planet Friendly Living, Mabh Savage brings Pagan paths and
green living together.
"A very much needed book in these modern times. Our planet needs us to step up. Mabh Savage gives easy,
straightforward advice and suggestions that everyone can use. Practical solutions and magical ways to do our
bit. We all need this book, before it is too late to save Mother Earth." Rachel Patterson - author of
Practically Pagan Cooking, the Kitchen Witchcraft series, and other Witchcraft books.
Moon Books; 2022-03-25; Green Lifestyle/Inspiration & Personal Growth/Paganism & Neo-Paganism;
Pb-9781789044454, $14.99/£8.99, 144pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789044461,
$7.99/£4.99.
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Naming the God
Trevor Greenfield
Naming the God is a companion volume to the landmark anthology Naming the Goddess. It presents a
series of critical essays discussing many of the aspects of male deity and offers a spiritual gazetteer of
over fifty gods.
"Presented in two sections, looking at both different types of deities and an alphabetized list of deities from
across the world. It should prove a handy reference guide for beginners and those who wish to explore a
range of deities that may currently be unfamiliar to them." Luke Eastwood, Author of The Druid's
Primer, The Journey and Kerry Folk Tales
Moon Books; 2022-04-29; ; Pb-9781789044553, $18.95/£11.99, 248pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm,
Ebk-9781789044560, $9.99/£5.99.

Healing Plants of Greek Myth
Angela Paine
Ancient Greek mythology is interlaced with references to healing plants used by Gods, Goddesses, and
humans. Healing Plants of Greek Myth traces the evolution of Greek medicine, the source of Western
medicine, and looks at a selection of plants with healing properties, including a large number of trees
which were both sacred and medicinal.
Moon Books; 2022-04-29; Healing/Paganism & Neo-Paganism/Healing (General); Pb-9781789045284,
$24.95/£15.99, 352pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789045291, $12.99/£7.99.

Pagan Portals - Scrying
Lucya Starza
Scrying is the practice of looking into crystal balls, mirrors, water, fire, clouds and many other things to
see visions, find messages and gain knowledge. It can be done for personal guidance, for inspiration, to
find the answers to questions, to look at distant places or other realms, or for fortune-telling and
prophecy.
“A must have! A clear and concise guidebook into the art of scrying. Starza guides you through all the steps
necessary to be successful in your practice. Great for beginners and a good resource for more advanced
practitioners.” Jennifer Teixeira, author of Temple of the Bones; Rituals to the Goddess Hekate
Moon Books; 2022-02-25; Paganism & Neo-Paganism/Fortune Telling/Wicca; Pb-9781789047158,
$10.95/£6.99, 104pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047165, $5.99/£3.99.

Pagan Portals - Sekhmet
Olivia Church
This book explores Sekhmet’s Egyptian origins, her mythology, character, and worship, bringing
together Egyptological research and contemporary Pagan perspectives.
"This is a very comprehensive book on the ancient Egyptian Goddess Sekhmet. Myths, rituals and magic all
included and more. Church has blended together a good mix of history and modern perspective. A fascinating
book." Rachel Patterson, author of the Kitchen Witchcraft series, Pagan Portals: The Cailleach
and The Triple Goddess.
Moon Books; 2022-01-28; Goddess Worship/Egypt/Paganism & Neo-Paganism; Pb-9781789047134,
$12.95/£7.99, 120pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047141, $5.99/£3.99.
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Kitchen Witchcraft: The Element of Fire
Rachel Patterson
Best-selling author Rachel Patterson looks at the element of Fire and how to work with it. The book
includes rituals, spells, correspondences, Elementals, meditations and practical suggestions. Kitchen
Witchcraft: The Element of Fire is the fifth in a series of books.
Moon Books; 2022-06-24; Magick Studies/Wicca/Paganism & Neo-Paganism; Pb-9781789047219,
$16.95/£10.99, 160pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047226, $8.99/£5.99.

Witch's Book of Simples, The
Melusine Draco
An Introduction to the Simple Arte of Domestic Folk Medicine.
"Since the rise of drug-resistant bacteria, and of viral pandemics, more and more people have been turning to
the natural world for answers, and in particular to herbs. In her new book, Melusine Draco shows how using
a single herb in a “Simple” can be used to treat a variety of ailments, including the ubiquitous virus...." Tish
Romanov, The Old Apothecary
Moon Books; 2022-03-25; Healing (General)/Magick Studies/Witchcraft; Pb-9781789047899,
$18.95/£11.99, 208pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047905, $9.99/£5.99.

Earth Spirit: Healthy Planet
Fred Hageneder
Since well before the Covid-19 crisis the United Nations have been emphasizing that only a healthy
planet can support healthy people. But what is a "healthy planet"? We are at a crossroads. Time is
running short.
"Healthy Planet is a uniquely clear and comprehensive guide to the most important issue of our times, and
includes invaluable suggestions for what to actually do about it." Patrick Curry, PhD, Author of
Ecological Ethics
Moon Books; 2022-01-28; Global Warming & Climate Change/Ecology/Environmental Conservation &
Protection; Pb-9781789048308, $24.95/£15.99, 416pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm,
Ebk-9781789048315, $12.99/£8.99.

Story Compass
Carol Day
Story Compass is a book of word and action, leading the reader on a ship's journey through the Four
Directions Medicine Wheel!
"The material of this book takes multi-sensory stories to a new level for people with profound and multiple
learning disabilities. Stories are important in our lives and the stories of people with profound and multiple
learning disabilities are often not heard yet these people are our biggest educators. This book has helped me
to open up a whole new way of being for this group." Maureen Philip, Founder of Spirit of Stories,
PAMIS, Scotland
Moon Books; 2022-06-24; Shamanism/Authorship/Paganism & Neo-Paganism; Pb-9781789048506,
$16.95/£10.99, 176pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048513, $8.99/£5.99.
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Polytheistic Monasticism
Janet Munin
In this groundbreaking anthology, contemplative practitioners tell their stories of exploring classic
monastic disciplines such as eremitic life, asceticism, retreat, service, and simplicity.
"This is an inspiring and interesting read! If you are drawn to the solitary life, then this is a must. However,
even if the monastic life is not for you, this is still well worth a read, full of a wisdom that can be applied to
every life journey." Philip Carr-Gomm, author of Druid Mysteries, and Seek Teachings Everywhere
Moon Books; 2022-03-25; Paganism & Neo-Paganism/Spirituality/Monasticism; Pb-9781789048919,
$12.95/£7.99, 120pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048926, $6.99/£3.99.

North Sea Water in My Veins
Imelda Almqvist
"Imelda Almqvist's new book is like a treasure chest of ancestral jewels. So much of our literature today is
revisionist history, written by the victors of wars or lost on the dusty shelves of time. In this book Imelda
brings the past alive and discovers resources for reconnecting with our ancestors, their ancient wisdom
teachings, and our own soul...." Michael Stone, Author, Mentor, Teacher, Radio Host and Producer
of The Shift Network’s Global Shamanism Summits
Moon Books; 2022-06-24; Paganism & Neo-Paganism/Europe (General)/Spirituality;
Pb-9781789049060, $24.95/£15.99, 368pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789049077,
$11.99/£7.99.

Pagan Portals - The Art of Lithomancy
Jessica Howard
Learn to use crystals, stones, and other objects to guide you in this modern overview of an ancient
divination practice.
"What a wonderful book with so much detail packed in about this fascinating form of divination. The author
takes you through the whole process of creating your own set of lithomancy stones, how to pick them, work
with them and keep them magical. There are lots of suggestions for different sets along with ideas and
guidelines to help you get the best from reading with them. Highly recommended." Rachel Patterson,
Author of the Kitchen Witchcraft series, Witchcraft into the Wilds, and many more
Moon Books; 2022-05-27; Divination (General)/Witchcraft/Paganism & Neo-Paganism;
Pb-9781789049145, $10.95/£6.99, 104pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789049152,
$5.99/£3.99.

Earth Spirit: Belonging to the Earth
Julie Brett
Belonging to the Earth is a collection of personal insights, stories of journeys and rituals, community
events and conversations between activists, First Nations community leaders, and those practicing
nature spirituality. Each part of the book offers thoughtful and personal perspectives about connecting
with the land, paying respect to ancestral traditions, Indigenous cultures and First Nations people, and
finding ways to practice nature spirituality with integrity. Each part of the journey of the book explores
how we can all come together to work for a better future and develop a greater understanding of how
we belong to the Earth.
Moon Books; 2022-02-25; Environmental Conservation & Protection/Paganism & Neo-Paganism/BODY,
MIND & SPIRIT (General); Pb-9781789049695, $10.95/£7.99, 104pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm,
Ebk-9781789049701, $5.99/£4.99.
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Earth Spirit: Eco-Spirituality and Human–Animal Relationships
Mark Hawthorne
In Eco-Spirituality and Human-Animal Relationships Mark Hawthorne examines the all-too-often difficult
and exploitative relationship between animals and humans. Eco-spirituality seeks to reassess our
relationship with the environment, where humans are understood as not morally superior but rather
equal to the life forms with whom we share this planet. Our kinship with animals has perhaps always
been fragmented, but it’s not too late to embrace a new paradigm. For us, for them, and for all life on
Earth.
Moon Books; 2022-05-27; ; Pb-9781785352485, $10.95/£6.99, 88pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm,
Ebk-9781785352492, $4.99/£2.99.

Pagan Portals - Sumer Is Icumen In…
Melusine Draco
"So, you want to know about Midsummer? You can’t do better than begin here with this treasure-trove of how
the summer solstice has been – and still is – revered all around the world. Melusine Draco is a fountain of
knowledge, and wisdom, her books open doors and turn on lights to so many dark places that have forgotten
and/or misremembered for far too many years, centuries even..." Elen Sentier, Author of Merlin, Elen of
the Ways, Numerology: Dancing the Spirals of Time and Trees of the Goddess
Moon Books; 2022-04-29; Paganism & Neo-Paganism/Witchcraft/Magick Studies; Pb-9781785359811,
$10.95/£6.99, 96pp, 8.5x5.5 inchesinches / 216x140mmmm, Ebk-9781785359828, $5.99/£3.99.

To see a wider selection of books across all our imprints
please visit johnhuntpublishing.com
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Why an Afterlife Obviously Exists
Jens Amberts
On finishing this book, you will be convinced that death is not a dead end.
"The fear of death has probably caused more suffering in the history of the human race than all the physical
diseases combined. In Why An Afterlife Obviously Exists, Jens Amberts offers compelling reasons why this
fear and suffering may be exaggerated and unnecessary..." Larry Dossey, MD, Author most recently of
One Mind: Why Our Individual Mind Is Part of a Greater Consciousness and Why It Matters
Iff Books; 2022-04-29; Near-Death Experience/Metaphysics/Afterlife & Reincarnation;
Pb-9781785359859, $16.95/£10.99, 176pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789044102,
$8.99/£5.99.

Universe Within
Melvin A. Felton, Jr.
Universe Within reveals that the human brain is a physical model of the universe.
"Melvin's essential point -- namely, the structural and dynamical similarities between the brain and the
universe at large, which he accounts for by arguing that the brain physically models the universe in its own
image -- is one that deserves very serious consideration from the academic community and readers interested
in a deeper, truer understanding of the nature of what we call reality...." Bernardo Kastrup, Author &
Philosopher
Iff Books; 2022-02-25; Metaphysics/Neuroscience/Physics (General); Pb-9781789047196,
$26.95/£17.99, 328pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047202, $21.99/£12.99.

Inner Brilliance, Outer Shine
Estelle Read
People in business do not set out to over-work, feel miserable, become stressed by their
success. However, these are the people Estelle Read has been working with in her coaching practice for
the last 15 years, and the issues are on the rise.
"I feel like I just found the missing piece of the jigsaw down the back of the sofa. Having grappled with
personal challenges around success and happiness for the best part of a decade, I have a profound sense
that this book just changed my life for good!" Sarah Walker-Smith, CEO, Shakespeare Martineau, Law
Firm
Business Books; 2022-03-25; Stress Management/Personal Success/Emotions; Pb-9781789048032,
$20.95/£13.99, 256pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048049, $10.99/£6.99.

Effective Presenter, The
Ryan Warriner
This book serves as a presentation resource for everyone from interns to executives in the private
sector. It centers around a proprietary presentation framework and outlines the complete formula to
preparing, designing and delivering an effective professional presentation.
"No one is born a great presenter. Presenting effectively is a learned skill. Warriner's book is a clear guide to
enhancing your skill level. It outlines the necessary techniques to strengthen your speaking confidence
forever!" Mark Bowden, Body Language Expert, Professional Speaker, Co-founder &
President, TRUTHPLANE
Business Books; 2022-01-28; Meetings & Presentations/Business Communication
(General)/Communication & Social Skills; Pb-9781789047950, $17.95/£11.99, 192pp, inches / mm,
Ebk-9781789047967, $13.99/£8.99.
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Integrated Business To Business Marketing
Philip Allott
A complete business-to-business marketing blueprint - ideal for those with big ambitions but limited
time and budgets.
".....A book that makes technical subjects such as search engine optimisation easy to understand and follow
for any practitioner. Aimed at small and medium sized enterprises, budget focused tactics and thinking tools
are used to help in managing marketing resources in an effective way. This book makes core references to
practical tools which help in creating a marketing strategy which will last." Aleksej Heinze, Associate
Professor at KEDGE Business School, France
Business Books; 2022-03-25; Business Development/Sales & Selling (General)/Marketing (General);
Pb-9781789047790, $20.95/£13.99, 240pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047806,
$16.99/£11.99.

Jumping sharks and dropping mics
Gareth Carrol
New idioms emerge in language, and many have entered our vocabulary through TV, movies and the
internet. These modern idioms can be dated very precisely. Jumping Sharks and Dropping Mics finds the
origins of these idioms, and charts their development.
"An absolute delight: I wish I'd written it myself! The range of applications in new contexts is second to none. It
blends etymology, social history and current usage, bringing together a wealth of British and American
examples." David Crystal, author of The Stories of English, Let’s Talk, How Language Works
Iff Books; 2022-02-25; Topic - Language/Vocabulary/Etymology; Pb-9781789048568, $17.95/£11.99,
176pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048575, $14.99/£9.99.

Sales Savvy
Rebecca Parry
A practical step-by-step guide on how to sell and influence.
"Need to enhance your selling capability? 'Sales Savvy' could be what you're looking for. Rebecca's successful
30-year sales career has been forged at the sharp end. Along the way she's created a structure and an
approach that works." Greg Hopkinson 'Entrepreneur & founder of 'Animates' retail chain and
Author of Boundless
Business Books; 2022-04-29; Entrepreneurship/Personal Success/Sales & Selling (General);
Pb-9781789048162, $14.95/£10.99, 144pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048179,
$11.99/£8.99.

Making Sense of Brief Lives
Phil Smoke
"I would love to see Making Sense of Brief Lives on the syllabus for all first year seminary students. Smoke
does readers a service by repeatedly focusing attention on matters of utmost existential relevance and
providing clear and simple tools to address them. In doing so, Smoke is uncompromising in his honesty and
merciless in assailing wishful thinking on all fronts...." Alexander Blondeau, PhD in Systematic
Theology
Iff Books; 2022-04-29; Epistemology/Ethics & Moral Philosophy/Applied Psychology;
Pb-9781789048223, $12.95/£7.99, 120pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048230,
$9.99/£5.99.
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Saviour Fish, The
Mark Weston
Sent to live on a remote island in the Tanzanian half of Lake Victoria, Mark Weston finds a community
grappling with one of the world's great unknown environmental crises.
"Weston’s account of the disappearance of Lake Victoria’s fish is both alarming and absorbing. The Saviour
Fish is a wake-up call for the world as it burns through its biodiversity." David Steven, UN Foundation
Earth Books; 2022-04-29; Developing & Emerging Countries/Africa (General)/Environmental
Conservation & Protection; Pb-9781789048582, $18.95/£11.99, 216pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm,
Ebk-9781789048599, $15.99/£9.99.

Not So Subtle Art of Caring, The
Phillip Kane
"Having had a front row seat to many of the stories contained in Phillip Kane’s new book, The Not So Subtle
Art of Caring: Letters on Leadership, I saw firsthand that focusing on winning AND caring for others can
deliver extraordinary results. This book is important reading for anyone searching for a different, better way
to lead others." Thomas J. Caracciolo, Dubin Clark & Company
Business Books; 2022-06-24; Business Development/Meetings & Presentations/Leadership;
Pb-9781789049084, $26.95/£17.99, 336pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789049091,
$20.99/£13.99.

To see a wider selection of books across all our imprints
please visit johnhuntpublishing.com
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Practicing Mental Illness
George Hofmann
Practices to manage crazy in a crazy world, Practicing Mental Illness is a guide to using meditation,
movement and meaningful work to help manage affective disorders such as depression, bipolar
disorder and anxiety.
"Practicing Mental Illness is a riveting account of the author's struggles with bipolar disorder and the
incredible steps he took to manage the symptoms.....Beautifully written, this inspirational book has the power
to help so many who are suffering alone to find hope and build a life of meaning..." Suzie Pileggi Pawelski,
MAPP, co-author of Happy Together: Using the Science of Positive Psychology to Build Love That
Lasts
Changemakers Books; 2022-02-25; Mental Health/Personal Growth (General)/Healing (General);
Pb-9781789046267, $20.95/£13.99, 208pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789046274,
$16.99/£11.99.

To see a wider selection of books across all our imprints
please visit johnhuntpublishing.com
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Cecily Bonville-Grey - Marchioness of Dorset
Sarah J. Hodder
This is the the first biography of Cecily Bonville-Grey - Marchioness of Dorset, one of the richest women of
her time. During the Wars of the Roses and the emergence of the new Tudor dynasty, Cecily was
witness to many of the events that unfolded and her life was intertwined with them. Yet she remains
relatively unknown. This is Cecily's story.
Chronos Books; 2022-02-25; ; Pb-9781789049022, $17.95/£11.99, 160pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm,
Ebk-9781789049039, $14.99/£9.99.

To see a wider selection of books across all our imprints
please visit johnhuntpublishing.com
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Open for Liberation
Tim Gee
Jesus was a revolutionary, a feminist and anti-imperialist. He taught his students to be nonviolent,
became a prisoner of conscience and suffered capital punishment for his beliefs. Through retelling the
story of Jesus and his followers, Open for Liberation restores the radical spirit of the Jesus movement
and argues that social action is essential to faith.
Christian Alternative Books; 2022-05-27; Other Translations (General)/Religion, Politics &
State/POLITICAL SCIENCE (General); Pb-9781789042368, $11.95/£7.99, 96pp, 8.5x5.5inches /
216x140mm, Ebk-9781789042375, $9.99/£6.99.

Naked Rabbi, The
Jonathan Romain
"Do you want to know what it's really like to be a Rabbi? Then you've got to read this book. It's not an
orthodox account, but then the author isn't an orthodox man. But it is funny where it should be and moving
where it should be, and intellectually stimulating throughout." Daniel Finkelstein, Associate Editor, The
Times
Christian Alternative Books; 2022-05-27; Judaism (General)/Clergy/Religious; Pb-9781789047295,
$16.95/£10.99, 192pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047301, $8.99/£5.99.

Spirituality of the Holy Grail, The
Peter L. Fritsch
The Spirituality of the Holy Grail utilizes the mythology of the search for the Holy Grail as an outline for
talking about the nature of the human soul, how it functions, how it is wounded, how it can heal.
"Peter Fritsch’s book is a treasure. It will appeal to a minister, a therapist, or the average reader interested in
growing in Christ. It touches theology, philosophy, and rational thinking. It will enhance your life no matter
where you are on life’s journey...." Pamela Walden Taylor, Minister of Pastoral Counseling and
Spiritual Director at Friedens United Church of Christ, Indianapolis.
Christian Alternative Books; 2022-02-25; Theology/Spirituality/Christianity (General);
Pb-9781789047714, $26.95/£17.99, 368pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047721,
$21.99/£14.99.

In the Spirit
Steven DeLay
"As much a work of philosophy and theology as art-criticism, In the Spirit invites the reader into an exercise
of searing attention, where pressing topics of life and faith are considered with a sophistication, creativity,
and seriousness that is truly invigorating. DeLay’s unique voice and uncompromising vision herald an author
who looks to make an original and lasting impact on discussions of religion and spirituality. This beautiful
book is an awakening." Ryan S. Kemp, author of Reason and Conversion in Kierkegaard and the
German Idealists
Christian Alternative Books; 2022-05-27; Religious/Religious/Spiritual; Pb-9781789047530,
$13.95/£8.99, 176pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047547, $6.99/£4.99.
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Jesus Myth, The
Chris Scott
A look at the nature of myth as a carrier of deep truth and that we all have our own internal myths
about ourselves and life. Exploring what was and is meant by the term Messiah, both in the 1st century
and now.
"Here is a book bursting with common sense and inspiration, written by someone who has known life in all its
rich complexity... It's a book that has to be read by all those who dare to ask for more". Revd Dr Terry
Biddington FRSA, Dean of Spiritual Life, Winchester University
Christian Alternative Books; 2022-03-25; Christian Theology (General)/Faith/Christology;
Pb-9781789048483, $11.95/£7.99, 80pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048490, $9.99/£6.99.

Religion and Generation Z
Brian Mountford
Essays by young Oxford graduates on why 70% of their age group has 'no religion'. Subjects
include: loss of certainty, culture shift, science, being brought up Muslim, feminism, Catholicism, music,
the environment, and the future of religion. This gives a platform to voices not normally heard.
Flowing from curiosity, and drawing on the stories and insights of Gen Z students this
is a valuable engagement with the dwindling religious affiliation of young adults." Ian Macdonald, Youth
Ministry specialist, Diocese of Oxford
Christian Alternative Books; 2022-04-29; Comparative Religion/Essays/Sociology of Religion;
Pb-9781789049312, $17.95/£11.99, 168pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789049329,
$14.99/£9.99.

Expanding Scriptures: Lost and Found
Don MacGregor
Expanding Scriptures: Lost and Found is the second book in the Wisdom Series.
"Don MacGregor’s little book, "Expanding Scriptures", is a beauty. In a compact way, he covers an accurate
history of the Bible, a wise and helpful understanding of biblical interpretation, a comprehensive look at “lost”
gospels, and a well-researched understanding of the Bible for today’s world. Highly recommended for
personal study and group discussion." Revd. Paul Smith, co-founder of the Integral Christian
Network, author of “Integral Christianity: The Spirit’s Call to Evolve”
Christian Alternative Books; 2022-02-25; Gnosticism/Growth/New Testament; Pb-9781789048667,
$12.95/£7.99, 120pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789048674, $6.99/£3.99.

God, who on Earth are You?
Stephen McCarthy
"As an Anglican medical scientist I was delighted to find myself in sympathy and agreement with most of the
views of the author, a deeply Catholic, physics-trained economist. Stephen McCarthy presents a very
intelligent and readable discussion of the many questions that beset and intrigue those of us who try to make
coherent sense of the place of religious conviction in our present world, and how those convictions should
guide our actions in the growing crises which affect us all." Dr John Morris, Emeritus Fellow in medicine
of St Hugh’s College, Oxford
Christian Alternative Books; 2022-06-24; Catholic/Spirituality/Christianity (General);
Pb-9781789049435, $14.95/£9.99, 152pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789049442,
$10.99/£7.99.

To see a wider selection of books across all our imprints
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One Day In June
Sam Martin
Based on a true story and a series of historical events, One Day In June is one man’s journey of selfdiscovery into the dark and bleeding heart of Europe.
"I was drawn immediately into Sam Martin’s brilliantly-narrated, modern-day thriller. A story of an everyday
man with a dark secret, who gets sucked into criminal and sinister events way beyond his control.
One Day In June is a film that has to be made." Rike Steyer, Film Producer; Skalar Film, Hamburg
Roundfire Books; 2022-01-28; Political/Historical/Historical; Pb-9781789047578, $16.95/£11.99, 280pp,
8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789047585, $7.99/£4.99.

So Very Mental
C.C. Howard
When it comes to love, we're all on a spectrum.
"A deliciously funny take on male ineptitude and brotherly love. As surprising as it is beguiling, this is an
astonishing debut novel from a clever and incisive writer." Eoin O'Callaghan, award-winning film
producer of Five Minutes of Heaven and The Truth Commissioner
Roundfire Books; 2022-06-24; Romantic Comedy/Literary/Humorous (General); Pb-9781789049190,
$13.95/£8.99, 192pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789049206, $7.99/£4.99.

Sandman
David W. Berner
Golf is far more than golf.
"...Readers who enjoy both golf and philosophical and social reflection will find that Sandman fits the bill on
both counts. It is an exceptional read filled with surprising insights and attractions that make it both a literary
standout and hard to put down." Diane Donovan, Midwest Book Review
Roundfire Books; 2022-06-24; FICTION (General)/Coming of Age/Sports; Pb-9781789049121,
$9.95/£5.99, 96pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mmmm, Ebk-9781789049138, $7.99/£4.99.

Archibald Mountbank and the Miniscule Miracles
G.A. Milnthorpe
Archibald Mountbank has the power to make almost anything 1% better. Whether you want to be 1%
better looking or 1% taller, Archibald Mountbank is your man. He can even boost your immune system
or your willpower... for a fee.
Alistair Dodd, a cynical journalist commissioned to write a hatchet job biography, gets a rare look into
the life and practices of the elusive Mountbank and discovers that everyone needs to believe in
something... it's just a question of what.
Roundfire Books; 2022-03-25; Religious/Religious/Christian (General); Pb-9781789049176, $9.95/£5.99,
88pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789049183, $7.99/£4.99.
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Free Marcus Katz!!!
Howard Marc Chesley
"Another Howard Chesley page-turner with a compelling story and a wonderful, engaging hero. Marcus Katz
is an odd young man in his 20s with charm and grit, somewhere “on the spectrum.” One might think he had
nothing in common Britney Spears or any celebrity. But Marcus does, in fact, share her dilemma as well as
that of countless others unnamed: he must do desperate battle with a powerful, unwanted conservator
seeking to rule his life and drain his resources." David Webb Peoples, Writer: Blade Runner,
Unforgiven
Roundfire Books; 2022-01-28; Coming of Age/Literary/Epistolary; Pb-9781789049824, $13.95/£8.99,
184pp, 8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781789049831, $7.99/£4.99.

Protector, The
Tom Reilly
The historically precise 'all killer - no filler' fictional biography of the extraordinary Oliver Cromwell.
"...As a fellow author, I find the penmanship extraordinary, the perfect blend of literary skill and historical
knowledge which transports the reader body and soul into its pages. It is a lifetime condensed with such
richness into so many mesmerizing pages. The Protector is a book worthy of every bookshelf and global
recognition." Maurice O'Neill, Author
Top Hat Books; 2022-06-24; Ireland/Great Britain/Historical; Pb-9781785351990, $13.95/£9.99, 240pp,
8.5x5.5inches / 216x140mm, Ebk-9781785352003, $7.99/£4.99.

To see a wider selection of books across all our imprints
please visit johnhuntpublishing.com
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CHILDREN & YOUNG ADULT

Relax Kids: The Dream Machine
Marneta Viegas
This book helps children open the door to the magic of their imagination and gives them the keys to
new and exciting possibilities. By developing their imagination, children can increase their ingenuity,
creativity and ability to problem solve. With 100,000 combinations of story visualisations, children will
have a different adventure each time they step through the portal of their imagination.
"In an ever-increasing digital world, books like this are so important and wonderful for the imagination…..
Sweeter than the sweetest sweet in a sweet shop." Dom Wood, CBeebies
Our Street Books; 2022-01-28; Mindfulness & Meditation/Dreams/Body, Mind & Spirit;
Pb-9781789049985, $21.95/£14.99, 208pp, inches / 210 x 148mm, Ebk-9781789049992, $6.99/£3.99.

Relax Kids: A Monster Handbook
Marneta Viegas
A Monster Handbook helps children manage their monsters of anxiety and worry, deal with the dragons
of anger and stress, and make friends with their gremlins of grief and sadness.
This book is a fun-packed toolkit that aims to help children self-regulate and feel more happy and in
control. It includes relaxation exercises, top tips, affirmations and activities to help children feel better
about themselves.
Our Street Books; 2022-01-28; Body, Mind & Spirit/Activity Books/Health & Daily Living (General);
Pb-9781846948244, $21.95/£14.99, 208pp, 8.25x5.75inches / 210x148mm, Ebk-9781780992341,
$6.99/£3.99.

Relax Kids: Colour ME
Marneta Viegas
With more than 100 magical pages to help children step into the world of their imagination and feelings
as they colour mindfully, Colour ME includes prompts to encourage creative thinking and discussion.
Suitable for use at home, alone or with the family, and can be used in the classroom or after-school
activities.
Our Street Books; 2022-01-28; Activity Books/Body, Mind & Spirit/Health & Daily Living (General);
Pb-9781789049855, $14.95/£9.99, 112pp, 11.75x8.25inches / 297x210mm.

To see a wider selection of books across all our imprints
please visit johnhuntpublishing.com
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Zer0 Books
9781789046328

Ugly Beauty: Jazz in the 21st Century

Philip Freeman

$25.95

£16.99

9781789047233

Failure of Vision, A

Doug Greene

$22.95

£15.99

9781789047370

BrexLit

Dulcie Everitt

$21.95

£14.99

9781789047738

End of Capitalism, The: The Thought of Henryk Grossman

Ted Reese

$20.95

£13.99

9781789048209

——

Wade Parrish

$13.95

£8.99

9781789048018

Embrace of Capital, The

Don Milligan

$17.95

£11.99

9781789048285

Anti-Hero

A.J. Lozier

$24.95

£16.99

9781789048322

On a Common Culture

Brian Russell Graham

$17.95

£11.99

9781789048544

For a Ruthless Critique of All that Exists

Robert T. Tally Jr.

$14.95

£9.99

9781789048766

Event Horizon

Jacob Johanssen & Bonni Rambatan

$17.95

£11.99

9781789048988

Almighty Machine, The

Pekka Vahvanen & Mark Jones (Translator)

$20.95

£13.99

9781789049220

Concepts for a Democratic and Ecological Society

Yavor Tarinski

$14.95

£9.99

9781785356513

Answers in the Dark

Delphi Ellis

$18.95

£11.99

9781789042733

Collected Prefaces

Nicholas Hagger

$39.95

£26.99

9781789045796

Laid Bare: What the Business Leader Learnt From the Stripper

Paulina Tenner

$19.95

£12.99

9781789046441

Gifts from the Devastation

Celine Donovan

$18.95

£11.99

9781789047097

Reiki: A Self-Practice To Live in Peace with Self and Others

Nancy Spatz, MD & Elise Brenner

$16.95

£10.99

9781789047516

Flowering Into Awareness

Pathik Strand

$18.95

£11.99

No One Playing

Martin Wells

$14.95

£8.99

9781789048247

God, the Devil and Me

Valerie Georgeson

$34.95

£24.99

9781789048070

Spirituality Will Save The World

Sally Smith

$14.95

£8.99

O-BOOKS

MANTRA BOOKS
9781789047813

O-BOOKS
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AYNI BOOKS
9781789048445

Reiki's Highest Potential

Sarina Korotane

$13.95

£8.99

9781789048469

Beyond Sex and Soup

Anna Parkinson

$20.95

£13.99

9781789048827

Soulphoria

Alessandra Sagredo

$18.95

£11.99

Medium and the Minister, The

Roger Straughan

$16.95

£10.99

All Is One

Ren Koi

$13.95

£8.99

O-BOOKS

6th Books
9781789048803

O-BOOKS
9781789048681

MANTRA BOOKS
9781789048940

Samsara

Daniel McKenzie

$12.95

£7.99

9781789048872

Awakening the Lotus of Peace

Jenny Light

$18.95

£11.99

9781789048964

Spiritual Freedom in the Digital Age

Jason Gregory

$18.95

£11.99

9781789049275

Colourful Dose of Optimism, A

Jules Standish

$16.95

£10.99

9781789049510

Creating Real Happiness A to Z

Stephani Grace

$10.95

£6.99

O-BOOKS

Moon Books
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9781780994215

Pagan Portals - Magic for Hedge Witches

Harmonia Saille

$10.95

£6.99

9781785355790

Beneath the Moon

Rachel Patterson

$51.95

£34.99

9781789041415

Pantheon - The Norse

Morgan Daimler

$13.95

£8.99

9781789044454

Practically Pagan – An Alternative Guide to Planet Friendly Living

Mabh Savage

$14.99

£8.99

9781789044553

Naming the God

Trevor Greenfield

$18.95

£11.99
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9781789045284

Healing Plants of Greek Myth

Angela Paine

$24.95

£15.99

9781789047158

Pagan Portals - Scrying

Lucya Starza

$10.95

£6.99

9781789047134

Pagan Portals - Sekhmet

Olivia Church

$12.95

£7.99

9781789047219

Kitchen Witchcraft: The Element of Fire

Rachel Patterson

$16.95

£10.99

9781789047899

Witch's Book of Simples, The

Melusine Draco

$18.95

£11.99

9781789048308

Earth Spirit: Healthy Planet

Fred Hageneder

$24.95

£15.99

9781789048506

Story Compass

Carol Day

$16.95

£10.99

9781789048919

Polytheistic Monasticism

Janet Munin

$12.95

£7.99

9781789049060

North Sea Water in My Veins

Imelda Almqvist

$24.95

£15.99

9781789049145

Pagan Portals - The Art of Lithomancy

Jessica Howard

$10.95

£6.99

9781789049695

Earth Spirit: Belonging to the Earth

Julie Brett

$10.95

£7.99

9781785352485

Earth Spirit: Eco-Spirituality and Human–Animal Relationships

Mark Hawthorne

$10.95

£6.99

9781785359811

Pagan Portals - Sumer Is Icumen In…

Melusine Draco

$10.95

£6.99

9781785359859

Why an Afterlife Obviously Exists

Jens Amberts

$16.95

£10.99

9781789047196

Universe Within

Melvin A. Felton, Jr.

$26.95

£17.99

Iff Books

Business Books
9781789048032

Inner Brilliance, Outer Shine

Estelle Read

$20.95

£13.99

9781789047950

Effective Presenter, The

Ryan Warriner

$17.95

£11.99

9781789047790

Integrated Business To Business Marketing

Philip Allott

$20.95

£13.99

Jumping sharks and dropping mics

Gareth Carrol

$17.95

£11.99

Rebecca Parry

$14.95

£10.99

Iff Books
9781789048568

Business Books
9781789048162

Sales Savvy

Iff Books
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9781789048223

Making Sense of Brief Lives

Phil Smoke

$12.95

£7.99

Saviour Fish, The

Mark Weston

$18.95

£11.99

Phillip Kane

$26.95

£17.99

George Hofmann

$20.95

£13.99

Sarah J. Hodder

$17.95

£11.99

Earth Books
9781789048582

Business Books
9781789049084

Not So Subtle Art of Caring, The

Changemakers Books
9781789046267

Practicing Mental Illness

Chronos Books
9781789049022

Cecily Bonville-Grey - Marchioness of Dorset

Christian Alternative Books
9781789042368

Open for Liberation

Tim Gee

$11.95

£7.99

9781789047295

Naked Rabbi, The

Jonathan Romain

$16.95

£10.99

9781789047714

Spirituality of the Holy Grail, The

Peter L. Fritsch

$26.95

£17.99

9781789047530

In the Spirit

Steven DeLay

$13.95

£8.99

9781789048483

Jesus Myth, The

Chris Scott

$11.95

£7.99

9781789049312

Religion and Generation Z

Brian Mountford

$17.95

£11.99

9781789048667

Expanding Scriptures: Lost and Found

Don MacGregor

$12.95

£7.99

9781789049435

God, who on Earth are You?

Stephen McCarthy

$14.95

£9.99

Roundfire Books
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9781789047578

One Day In June

Sam Martin

$16.95

£11.99

9781789049190

So Very Mental

C.C. Howard

$13.95

£8.99

9781789049121

Sandman

David W. Berner

$9.95

£5.99

9781789049176

Archibald Mountbank and the Miniscule Miracles

G.A. Milnthorpe

$9.95

£5.99
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9781789049824

Free Marcus Katz!!!

Howard Marc Chesley

$13.95

£8.99

Tom Reilly

$13.95

£9.99

Top Hat Books
9781785351990

Protector, The

Our Street Books
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9781789049985

Relax Kids: The Dream Machine

Marneta Viegas

$21.95

£14.99

9781846948244

Relax Kids: A Monster Handbook

Marneta Viegas

$21.95

£14.99

9781789049855

Relax Kids: Colour ME

Marneta Viegas

$14.95

£9.99
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DISTRIBUTION INFORMATION

Browse our catalogues and sign up to
newsletters at: www.johnhuntpublishing.com
All our books are available in print and ebook from our
distributors or through our sales teams:
American distribution:
NBN customercare@nbnbooks.com / 1 800 462 6420
US sales:
NBN sales team http://www.nbnbooks.com/booksellers/find-your-rep
Canada sales:
NBN Canada lpetriw@nbnbooks.com / 1 (416) 534-1660
UK and European distribution:
John Wiley & Sons Ltd customer@wiley.com / 44 1243 843291
UK sales:
Quantum quantumjames@btinternet.com / 01524 222512
Europe ex UK including Ireland sales:
Durnell Marketing orders@durnell.co.uk / 44 1892 544272
Asia sales:
Publishers International Marketing chris@pim-uk.com / 44 1202 896210
Australia:
Brumby Sunstate orders@brumbysunstate.com.au / 61 7 3255 5552
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